
THE ADULTEROUS WOMAN CAMUS

As with other works of Camus, "The Adulterous Woman" is set in Algeria but native Algerians.

However, it occurred to her that the man was not interested in her after all upon meeting him in the market; the
man just ignored her. I do not have the slightest idea of what the reasons are since the story does not mention
anything. Her heart pained her; she was stifling under a huge weight that she suddenly discovered she had
been dragging around for twenty years. Marcel pulls it aside just as the Arab passes by totally ignoring them.
Janine and Marcel have been married for a couple of decades. End of story. In contrast, Marcel continues with
the derogatory remarks. However, it appears that Janine is not emotionally satisfied. For some reason,
seemingly unknown to Janine, she is excited by this place. Janine notices an impressive looking Arab coming
toward them while seemingly looking beyond them. Arriving at their destination Janine senses the disconnect
existing between herself and the people crowding in on her. Janine could not tear herself away from
contemplating those drifting flares. Often, throughout the story, Janine finds it beyond her desire to even
respond in casual conversation to Marcel. Janine did not make love to her husband before visiting the fort.
Now, should I subjectively conclude that someone is likely to be adulterous when she is childless and not
given much emotional attention by her husband? After Marcel falls asleep, Janine is driven to return to the fort
to find the rush she had felt earlier that day. Marcel is a dry-goods dealer attempting to restore his business in
immediate post-World War II Algeria, where both he and Janine were born, met, and married. Witness the
divorce rate around much of the world. Once back at the hotel, Marcel falls asleep in their room. Biblical
reference[ edit ] The title of the story is taken from John - The Adulterous Woman , in which a mob brings an
adulteress before Jesus for judgment, the usual punishment for adultery being death by stoning. But after their
marriage nothing in their life happened as she expected. On the one pole of life and our psyche, writ large: I
need to be free! Marcel is a merchant and Janine is his assistant. After so many years of mad, aimless fleeing
from fear, she had come to a stop at last. Much more if I read it in French. As he gets back into bed he looks at
Janine and is baffled. Now she was struggling under it with all her might. Nothing seemed to interest Marcel
but business.


